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The Fanmaster is d e s i g n e d t o fit on to the back of the installation box of any C a r v e rThe
integral elements are automatically or manually switchable between OkW. Can you suggest anything
hi looking for a slid control for a carvar 5500 turbo fan master heater. User name lloydwjones or
search Repair to Carver Caravan Space In the Lunar manual it says press the restart button but I
cannot locate it. Do you have. Could this be caused by a faulty element and if this is the cause Try
tailoring the broken board by soldering all the dry joints,getting a new one is only by buying a new.
The logged keystrokes are saved into a text file and can be 9 Aug 2018 Ive recently bought a year
2000 Abbey GTS Vogue 216 that has a Carver 5500 Turbo Fanmaster heater fitted, but no
instruction manual, Ive recently bought a year 2000 Abbey and it has a Carver 5500 Turbo
Fanmaster manual for my water heater which I think is also made by Carver. Any help 11 Apr 2010
In my Swift Classic Baronette 2000 i have a carver 5500 turbo fanmaster space heater with blown
air. This has two slider controls on the top Carver Fanmaster 230V electric element replacement
instructions These instructions detail the correct procedure for installing replacement Carver
Fanmaster Carver gas fired heater on which the. Fanmaster is mounted, but not by both at the same
time. The built in elements are automatically or manually switchable Hi looking for a slid control for
a carvar 5500 turbo fan master heater. As no manuals came with the van, he said it would be good to
get hold of a manual for the Carver Gas Fire and I wondered if anybody on. Carver Sc Manual. 1800,
2000 or 3000 heater and the air may be heated either by theCarver. The integral elements are
automatically or manually switchable between OkW. Carver 1800 Burner Feed Pipe 602535 4.20.
Carver Fire Room Heater PiezonIgniter 602562. 22 May 2013. Carver SBE 1800 manualCaravan
Repairs, Servicing and
Maintenance.http://kuzfarm.ru/images/ecs-geforce6100pm-m2-user-manual.xml

carver 2000 fanmaster manual, carver fanmaster 2000 manual, carver fanmaster
2000 manual pdf, carver fanmaster 2000 manual download, carver fanmaster 2000
manual free, carver fanmaster 2000 manual diagram.
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Camping and Caravanning Forums,Campsites,reviews,free classified. Carver 1800s caravan heater
manual. Get file. Caravan gas fire carver 1800 gas fire testing. Carver 1800 gas fire for caravan or
motorhomes. Carver 1800 sc. Caravanning Carver Cascade 2 water heaters and SB1800 heaters
manuals, some technical advice, repair details, testing gas systems and gas safety. The Carver
SC1800 gas fire wouldnt light, so I had to take the. Deals with printsellers and publishers of
engravings, manuals on art and architecture, etc. 2047 Salaman, Malcolm C. The old engravers of
England in relation to contemporary life and art, 15401800. 1907.. S. C. Kaines Smith. 1922.. 2068
Green, David B. Grinling Gibbons his work as carver and statuary, 1 6481 721. Carver Trumatic
Manual SB1800 and SD2000 PDF Only, Download in Adobe PDF format. Carver gas fired heater on
which the. The built in elements are automatically or manually switchable. 12 Nov 2014 39 sec
Uploaded by Lomondside CaravanTesting the ignition on a caver gas fire.. I have a marauder2
caravan gas heater I think its a. We have a Carver SB 1800 heater which is gas only.. The SB1800 is
a totally manual heater, It has no batteries and no thermostat.. It applies to all models of the 1800,
except that is the 1800S and SC, these dont have the. CARVER. INSTALLATION AND SERVICING.
INSTRUCTIONS. FOR THE. 1.7 The Carver 1800s heater is approved to the relevant sections of B.S.
5258 part. 30 Aug 2017. Tel Or Text 07954581360 Please be aware this heater is untested hence
spares or repair CARVER 1800 GAS FIRE FOR CARAVAN OR. David Carver Caldwell, Peggy
Anderson Caldwell.As no manuals came with the van, he said it would be good to get hold of a
manual for the Carver 1800 Gas Fire and I wondered if anybody on.. including Alamo Industries,
Allen Acres, Arcadia, S.C., and others, 1967. C R. L. Polk. CITY DIRECTORY, including Birchwood
Park, Canterbury Hills, Carver Gardens, and others,
1967..http://dhins.com/testingsites/advantage_aviation/assets/media/ecs-geforce6100sm-m-manual-p
df.xml
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Instructors manual for Exposition, a rhetoric and reader with literary emphasis.. A directory of
antique French furniture, 17351800. Carver 1800 Sc Gas Heater Problem. By sampvt, May 15. It is a
duel fuel unit, this means that it runs on 240v mains electric and gas. This allows the whole caravan
to be kept a specific temperature. 240 Volt Operation This unit cannot be used as a convector
heater, it will over heat with out the fan in operation. Gas Operation The gas control knob is also
located on top of the space heater body. There are two types of gas ignition, manual and automatic
according to the model of heater. The manual type uses a press down pitzo ignighter. To use, turn
the dial to 10 or the ignition sign and depress, hold for a few seconds then depress the pitzo
ignighter a click will be heard, if the burner does not light depress the pitzo until it does, it may take
a while for the gas to come through. If it still does not light it may be over gassed, leave the heater
for a few minuets and try again. When the burner lights the flame will be visible through the viewing
window in the heater cover. Keep the knob depressed for 10 seconds then release, the main burner
will light. Use the dial to set burner to desired setting. The automatic type of heater is fitted with
electronic ignighter as you depress the heater knob it will operate a microswitch sending a spark
down to the burner. Keep the knob depressed until the “click” stops, this will indicate that the
burner has lit. Keep the knob depressed for 10 seconds then release, the main burner will light.
When on is pressed a light will appear at gas auto fan and flash. If this setting isn’t required press
the on button again and the light will move to Gas slow fan, repeat until the required setting is
reached. The light will flash then stay lit, this indicates that all is ok and your chosen setting will be
put into operation.

This can be set to the required point on the dial and will control the burner operation. Elec Slow Fan
As gas slow fan but for the electric operation of the heater. To stop any operation of the fanmaster,
press off at any time. Remember to switch off the mains electric switch to avoid over heating. There
may be an outlet that doesn’t have a controller, this it to protect the fan from over heating. I also
want to find a copy of the instruction manual for my water heater which I think is also made by
Carver. Any help would be greatly appreciated, Kind regards, Steve I also want to find a copy of the
instruction manual for my water heater which I think is also made by Carver. Carver no longer exist.
However, the good news is that Truma have taken over their product range, so spares etc.The
following sites might be able to help with the manuals in paper form, but I too couldnt find a PDF



version. HTH, Geoff I also want to find a copy of the instruction manual for my water heater which I
think is also made by Carver. HTH, Geoff Thanks Geoff, Ill try the web addresses youve posted. The
main reason for trying to find the instruction manual for the fire, is to find out what the different
settings do on the top of the fire. Steve. Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. If you reside in an EU member state besides UK, import VAT on this
purchase is not recoverable.

http://eco-region31.ru/bosch-washing-machine-manual-english

For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab
Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More
opens in a new window or tab The item may have some signs of cosmetic wear, but is fully
operational and functions as intended. This item may be a floor model or shop return that has been
used. See the seller’s listing for full details and description of any imperfections. Youre covered by
the eBay Money Back Guarantee if you receive an item that is not as described in the listing. Find
out more about your rights as a buyer opens in a new window or tab and exceptions opens in a new
window or tab. Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request post to your location.
Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or equal to 2. We may receive
commission if your application for credit is successful. Terms and conditions apply. Subject to credit
approval. We may receive commission if your application for credit is successful. All Rights
Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign.
Delivered anywhere in UK Old carver fanmaster I believe to be in good order but would need to be
checked as it hasnt been used for a number of years. Located in Leek Carver 2000 fanmaster
Caravan. Great used condition. Selling due to sale of the business, please contact for details. 250.0
Cash on collection ONLY from Lichfield. No PayPal please. Beautiful carver fanmaster. Used but in
good condition. Located in Lichfield. Paypal only, no returns and any questions please ask. Thank
you. This item was removed from my motorhome as i i did upgrade to a new truma heater it was
working since last day. Dispatched free with royal mail 1st class signed for.
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Please note that by purchasing these handmade items you are helping me to support several
charities Honest sale. Cash on collection from Pontefract only For more details give me a call Cheers
Carver Fanmaster Wall Switch We only accept Paypal.Please make sure your shipping address is as
listed in Paypal.Please allowup to five working days.We will only post items when we have received
cleared funds Ktg caravan and campers selling quality parts carver fanmaster wall switch control
panel.Bare unit only as seen in pics. A Carver Fanmaster Caravan. In excellent condition.A Happy to
combine postage or collection from Mirfield Excellent value at just 300. Will be posted from
Runcorn. AniaDarek, October 19, 2014 in Inne Na gazie dziala ogrzewanie. Za wszelka pomoc z gory
dziekuje CF 5500, to prawie to samo, co CF 4000, MK2. Pierwszy fragment instrukcji jest od 4000,
natomiast druga instrukcja jest dla CF 2000, ale moze zorientujesz sie na czym polega obsluga. Jesli
zasilanie, bezpieczniki i podlaczenia sa OK, to moze byc uszkodzony modul sterowania grzalek lub
grzalki. Poniewaz z Twojego posta wynika, ze nie masz odpowiedniej wiedzy w tym zakresie, to w
razie usterki, lepiej powierzyc sprawe dobremu fachowcowi serwisowi. IMHO Nie stykala wtyczka
zasilajaca 230V. Instrukcje bardzo sie przydaly. Paste as plain text instead Display as a link instead
Clear editor Upload or insert images from URL. We have a Carver SB 1800 heater which is gas only..
The SB1800 is a totally manual heater, It has no batteries and no thermostat.. It applies to all models
of the 1800, except that is the 1800S and SC, these dont have the. Find great deals for Carver 1800
Gas Fire for Caravan or Motorhomes.. 1800. Type. Heaters. Item Type. Heaters. SubType. Manual.
Manufacturer Part. As no manuals came with the van, he said it would be good to get hold of a
manual for the Carver 1800 Gas Fire and I wondered if anybody on. Carver Trumatic Manual
SB1800 and SD2000 PDF Only, Download in Adobe PDF format.
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CARVER. INSTALLATION AND SERVICING. INSTRUCTIONS. FOR THE. 1.7 The Carver 1800s
heater is approved to the relevant sections of B.S. 5258 part. Carver gas fired heater on which the.
The built in elements are automatically or manually switchable. Caravanning Carver Cascade 2
water heaters and SB1800 heaters manuals, some technical advice, repair details, testing gas
systems and gas safety. You do not need any other parts,no fiddling around with clips or glue to
mount replacement boards, just remove and unplug the old slider switch, plug in your new switch,
refit with the screws provided, replace heater front, job done.Takes about 10 minutes. If you have
switch problems then this unit could bring new life and modern styling to your heater. The new
switch is shown fitted on the left, the right hand picture shows the old style slide switch. The failure
of the old type switches was due to the circuit board or the slide switch contacts, replacement circuit
boards are available but do not address the problem of worn out contacts and are difficult to fit. This
switch assembly is made with high quality components and has a circuit board with through plated
holes which are a type of reinforced solder connection that help to prevent broken joints that have
caused failures in the old units. The rotary switches in this design give a more positive feel when
operating and the numbers help to mark prefered settings. Rear mounted light emitting diode leds
show through the fascia to indicate the selected function. These units come individually boxed with
fixings, fitting and operating instructions. Registered design protected.You are the light of the world.
Stopped working during the weekend when on mains. The fan is dust free.The control panel seems
to work and the fan too.Does anyone have any ideas. My dog does like to lie right on one of the
vents. I am wondering if the thermal cutout has tripped. My autosleeper manual says it can be reset
via flap in the wardrobe.

I have found said flap and behind it is a screw down cover on the top left side of the heater, into
which the mains and 12v cable go. I have managed to remove the cover and can see the terminals
for the wires, but no reset switch. not east to access via flap Does anyone have any advice on wher
the reset switch is or if anything else may be the problem. Thanks in advance.Stopped working
during the weekend when on mains. Thanks in advance. I may be wrong, but I am sure that the fan
is 12 volt. HTH, Jock.I had to remove half the wardrobe to get better access but obviously pressed
something as the heater now works.Please enter your desired user name, your email address and
other required details in the form below. Note that passwords are casesensitive. Follow the checkout
instructions Although it will direct you to a Paypal site, you have the option of paying with a credit
card on the webpage. Once you have paid, send me your Fanmaster PCB.If the board is corroded or
been the subject of a chemical spillage then we may not be able to economically repair it. We will
firstly subject your board to a full test. If, on arrival, the board tests OK and we can detect no fault
with the board, then you will be charged only a testing fee of 15 602958, L808176 or 25 604504.
Your tested board will be returned to you.If your item fails to be returned, we will provide proof of
postage to you if required, but the process of compensation claim with the carrier and subsequent
proof of value is the responsibility of the customer. Our repair charges will still stand in these cases.
By joining our free community you will have access to post topics, communicate privately with other



members PM, respond to polls, upload content and access many other special features. Registration
is fast, simple and absolutely free so please, join our community today If you have any problems with
the registration process or your account login, please contact us.

https://www.uppld.org/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/16273871f0b5da
---brio-installation-manual.pdf

This has two slider controls on the top one for the temperature range and the other does the
differnent electric bits i.e fan speed, 1kw electric fan heating, 2kw heating ect. I do not seam to be
able to get any heat at all out of any of the slider positions although the fan is working. On the other
side of the heater there is controls for the gas operations which although sometimes difficult to
ignite does seam to work o.k. Can anyone help with suggestions or experiences please as its driving
me made. Thanks Kevnjax. Reduce Speedi I Page 20 and 21 SAFETYANDSECURITYFire. Page 22
and 23 WARNING The electronic test button Page 24 and 25 SERVICESConnection of Services. Page
26 and 27 WHALE AQUASOURCETo use an online Page 28 and 29 Services8. Tu Page 57 and 58
Fitted EquipmentTravel CatchTRAVEL Page 59 and 60 Fitted EquipmentTo light the oven1. Page 61
and 62 Fitted EquipmentCARVER SPACE HEATER Page 63 and 64 Fitted EquipmentWhen using
electric Page 65 and 66 Fitted EquipmentOne outlet on each Page 67 and 68 Fitted EquipmentNote.
The choice of Page 69 and 70 Fitted EquipmentThe heater must onl Page 71 and 72 Fitted
EquipmentTimed Override 1 Page 73 and 74 Fitted EquipmentPRIMUS HEATING SYST Page 75 and
76 Fitted Equipment8. Slide the Casset Page 77 and 78 Fitted EquipmentTHETFORD CASSETTEC
Page 79 and 80 Fitted Equipment10. After use open Page 81 and 82 Fitted EquipmentTHETFORD
CASSETTE C Page 83 and 84 Fitted Equipment9. To open the blad Page 85 and 86 Fitted
EquipmentFig. AFig. BFig. CB Page 87 and 88 Fitted EquipmentDROP DOWN BUNKThe b Page 89
and 90 Fitted EquipmentROOF LIGHTSWhen ope Page 91 and 92 Fitted EquipmentTABLESSlide top
of Page 93 and 94 MAINTENANCECaravan Exterior. Page 95 and 96 Maintenancecleaning materials
at al Page 97 and 98 ALKO RUNNING GEARCoupling HeadThe b Page 99 and 100 This system is
much more user frien Page 101 and 102 3. Towing BallThe automobile towing Page 103 and 104
GENERALDATAFault Finding.

chloroacetic-acid.com/upload/files/20220518_030734.pdf

Page 105 and 106 Fault FindingWATER continuedProbl Page 107 and 108 Fault FindingCASSETTE
TOILETProblem Page 109 and 110 Useful InformationThe enjoyment of Page 111 Quality with
StyleSWIFT CARAVANS, D show all Thank you, for helping us keep this platform clean. The editors
will have a look at it as soon as possible. M Summerbee Posted 31 May 2010 1054 AM Subject RE
electic blown heating Just joined Posts 10 Location Manchester Hi, expert Im new to all this,its a
Carver Fanmaster 1830 watt 10 amp fuse,motor is 12DC 16 watt 5 amp fuse, wall switch is type with
on off switches at bottom then about 6 selections,fan gas electric etc with thermostat wheel, serial
number on heater is 00022047. The 10 amp fuse had failed after winter,didnt have one so put 13
amp in worked ok after this,was ok all weekend but now blowing cold, all lights etc working on wall
switch.Done nothing yet apart from check any connections all ok, hope this helps and thanks for
reply M Summerbee Posted 31 May 2010 1054 AM Subject RE electic blown heating Just joined
Posts 10 Location Manchester Hi, expert Im new to all this,its a Carver Fanmaster 1830 watt 10 amp
fuse,motor is 12DC 16 watt 5 amp fuse, wall switch is type with on off switches at bottom then about
6 selections,fan gas electric etc with thermostat wheel, serial number on heater is 00022047. The 10
amp fuse had failed after winter,didnt have one so put 13 amp in worked ok after this,was ok all
weekend but now blowing cold, all lights etc working on wall switch.Done nothing yet apart from
check any connections all ok, hope this helps and thanks for reply Brambles Posted 31 May 2010
1154 AM Subject RE electic blown heating Forum master Posts 4157 This link might help you as on
page 12 page 9 of pdf file there is a fault finding flow chart. As the 10 Amp fuse blew I suspect there
is either a short in wiring or the heating element. Replacing with a 13 Amp fuse is very taboo and
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unsafe.

You must always replace with the recommended rating and type. Brambles Posted 31 May 2010 101
PM Subject RE electic blown heating Forum master Posts 4157 Re your Private messages Your
welcome. Glad you have a copy of manual now and hope it helps. Why Not JOIN NOW and get
instant access to more of the website. It costs nothing to join and only takes a few minutes. We also
have unique facilities not found elsewhere such as our Online Logbook, stopover tracker, Caravan
Business directory with Ebay type feedback and a repository of caravan campsites reviews. It has a
cascade water heater, but we cannot find the water heater switch anywhere in the van. Does
anybody have a manual for this van that they could email me or tell me exactly where to find the
heater switch. However, it also appears that the black box that should be underneath the water
heater has too been removed as well as the switch that should be at the bottom of the bed
box.However, it also appears that the black box that should be underneath the water heater has too
been removed as well as the switch that should be at the bottom of the bed box.However, it also
appears that the black box that should be underneath the water heater has too been removed as well
as the switch that should be at the bottom of the bed box. The vehicle you use to tow your caravan is
also a crucial factor. Here too Chartered Trust can help. We have a wide choice of motor finance
programmes, each designed to meet the varied needs of the private or business motorist. So, when it
comes to caravanning or just motoring, Chartered Trust can provide the ideal combination. Written
quotations available on request Newport Road, Cardiff CF2 1SR Telephone 01222 3 Introduction
INTRODUCTION DEAR OWNER, THANK YOU FOR DECIDING TO BUY ONE OF OUR NEW
CARAVANS.CARAVAN TERMS Mass in Running Order The mass of the caravan as stated by the
caravan manufacturer, as new with standard fixtures and fittings.

This is made up of 3 sections Personal effects, optional equipment and essential habitation
equipment. The user payload is the difference between the Maximum Technically Permissible Laden
Mass and the Mass in Running Order. Essential Habitation Equipment Those items and fluids
required for safe and proper functioning of the equipment for habitation as defined by manufacturer
of the caravan. Personal Effects Those items which a user can choose to carry in a caravan and
which are not included as Essential Habitation Equipment or Optional equipment. Optional
Equipment Items made available by the manufacturer over and above the standard specification of
the caravan. Maximum Technically Permissible Laden Mass The maximum weight for which the
caravan is designed for normal use when being towed on a road, laden. This should not be exceeded.
This mass takes into account specific operating conditions including factors such as the strength of
materials, loading capacity of tyres etc. Nose weight That part of the static mass of the caravan
supported by the towing device on the rear of the towing vehicle. Notes i When measuring the
noseweight it is important that the caravan is fully loaded. Do not place extra items indiscriminately
into the caravan after this adjustment has been made. ii The caravan is intended to be towed slightly
nose heavy. The nose weight can be adjusted by distribution of the load within the caravan. The nose
weight should be approximately 7% of the actual laden weight but not greater than the hitch
capacity and at the same time suit the towing vehicle. See section on Measurement of Nose Weight.
iii It is not recommended that you tow with just a battery, spare wheel and gas bottles as this may
exceed the the permitted nose weight. Additional payload must be placed behind the axle to
compensate for this or consider repositioning the wheel to a underfloor carrier.

7 The Towing Code TOWING VEHICLE TERMS Kerb weight Mass of Vehicle in Running Order The
weight of the towing vehicle as defined by the vehicle manufacturer. This is normally with a full tank
of fuel, with an adequate supply of liquids incidental to the vehicles propulsion, without driver or
passengers, wihout any load except loose tools and equipment with which the vehicle is normally
provided and without any towing bracket. Power to weight ratio No hard and fast rules can be stated
but, here is a general guide. a Conventional petrol engines with a capacity up to approximately 1500



cc should be adequate for towing a YES 85% Fig. MAYBE Note The towing vehicle manufacturer s
limit is, in some cases, less than the kerb weight. Vehicles with automatic transmission may need an
oil cooler fitting or the SAE rating of the gearbox oil increasing when towing. The advice of the
vehicle manufacturer should be sought. Mass in Running Order Caravanners can use a public
weighbridge to establish the mass in running order. EQUAL NO Note Weighbridges have varying
weight tolerance levels. Maximum Permissible Towing Mass The weight defined by the vehicle
manufacturer as being the maximum that the vehicle is designed to tow. Train Weight Combination
Weight The maximum combined weight of the towing vehicle and trailer conbination as specified by
the towing vehicle manufacturer. 3 8 The Towing Code MEASUREMENT OF NOSEWEIGHT
Noseweight may be measured using a propriety brand of noseweight indicator. Such equipment is
obtainable at your Caravan Dealer. Note These indicators have a varying tolerance level. Another
simple method is to use bathroom scales under the coupling head with a piece of wood, fitted
between the coupling head and the scales, of such length that the caravan floor is horizontal with
the jockey wheel raised clear of the ground. Fig. A Noseweight can be adjusted simply by
distribution of weights in the caravan. Always 4 Fig.

A Measuring Noseweight lower jockey wheel before entering the caravan and then raise before
measuring again. See Loading. Note The height of the towball on the towing vehicle, when laden, is
also critical. TYPE OF DRIVING LICENCE HELD In order to be able to tow a caravan a driver must
hold a Category B licence. Note The unladen weight of a car is normally less than the kerbside
weight. Fire blanket approved to BS 6575 is ideal for dealing with fat pan fires. Fire extinguisher It
is strongly recommended that a fire extinguisher is carried in the caravan. For suitable types see
Safety and Security. Gas bottles Bottled L.P. gas is the most convenient portable source of fuel. Two
bottles are required for a constant supply. An initial deposit is payable on each cylinder. We
recommend the use of 6kg Propane or 7kg Butane bottles. One position for use and one for storage
only. For detailed information see Services Gas. Jack A suitable jack is essential screw, scissor, side
mounted or air jack type. Many car jacks are unsuitable. Levellers Levellers help level the caravan
from side to side before unhitching. Proprietary products can be purchased from your caravan
dealer and need to be positioned as indicated by a spirit level. Spare Wheel It is always advisable to
carry a spare wheel for your caravan. Spirit Level A spirit level is extremely useful when siting the
caravan. Stabiliser Stabilisers help to dampen the side to side movement of the caravan. One end fits
to the car s towing bracket and the other end to the caravan. See Stability 9 The Towing Code
Torque Wrench A torque wrench is the only way that the exact recommended torque can be
achieved for wheel nuts and bolts. See Preparing for the Road Towing bracket Car manufacturers
recommend that their own bracket is fitted at a specialist dealer, to ensure that it is fixed to the
correct mounting points.

Never use cheap alternatives, obtain one manufactured by a reputable company complying with the
relevant standards. Wooden blocks Wooden blocks typically 25cm.Water Containers Two containers
are required, one to carry fresh water to the caravan and one for waste water, which needs to be
disposed of properly. These are necessary to energise the road lights and caravan auxiliary circuits
respectively. 12 Volt Battery A deep cycling, heavy duty leisure type battery should be purchased to
provide backup power for lights, refrigerator and other electrical appliances. See Battery.
WARNING Your caravan dealer should be consulted if additional equipment is to be fitted as strong
points may or may not be provided in the design. Note Fitting additional equipment will reduce the
caravan allowable payload. BEFORE LOADING CHECK loose articles are stowed securely. Do not
stow tins, bottles or heavy items in overhead lockers prior to towing. all lockers and cupboard doors
are closed and secured. all bunks are secure. all rooflights are closed and secured. main table is
stored in its transit position. fridge is on 12v operation and door lock is set. all windows are fully
closed and latched. Never tow with windows on nightsetting. Leave all curtains and blinds open to
aid rear visibility. gas cylinders are correctly positioned, secured and turned off. battery is secure



and mains connecting cable is disconnected and stowed. 12v distribution panel selector switch is set
to centre position. WARNING Isolate all gas appliances before setting off. a c Fig. A Loading your
caravan LOADING AND DISTRIBUTION OF WEIGHT IN THE CARAVAN Do not exceed
recommended maximum loading for your caravan. 1. Load heavy items low down near the floor and
mainly over or just in front of the axles Fig. A. 2. Load evenly right to left so that each caravan wheel
carries approximately the same weight. 3.
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